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Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh (HSS), 

Australia

Hindu dharma and the culture practiced by
the Hindu community make a significant
contribution for the benefit of humanity. 

Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh (HSS), Australia
works to develop unity and harmony in the
Hindu community to effectively promote
these salient features to build a strong
Australian-Hindu.

About HSS, Australia

Do you like reading our newsletter? We'd like to hear your thoughts.
Please write to us at newsletter@hssaus.org.

Upcoming HSS activities

rakshAbandhan utsav
Children's camp (23rd -26th September)

sakhee milan (25th July)
gurupoojA utsav

In this edition

sanghchAlak's sandesh
varshpratipadA utsav
abhyAs varg
sevikA activities (various shAkhAs)
Blood donation drive

International yoga diwas
preraNA from the life of Va. mausi ji
The Sangh and Modernity (by, shree
rAm mAdhav ji)
geet and subhaaShita
shAkhA contacts

Upcoming hindu festivals

jagannAth rathyAtrA (12 July)
devashayanee ekAdashee (20 July)
gurupoorNimA (24 July)
rakshAbandhan (22 August)

shreekruShNa janmAshTamee (20
August)
gaNesh chaturthee (10 September)
anant chaturdashee (20 September)



sanghcAlak's sandesh

Strive to become a good swayamsevak/sevika

Most of us wish to own a BMW, or Tesla or an Audi. I mean material wealth, in other words.
And we strive to achieve these dreams of ours. At what cost? We need to evaluate this,
earlier than later. To all swayamsevaks/sevikAs, reading this NL, I would say that such a wish
should be secondary only. The primary wish and driving force of life should be to have a
strong body and mind. Once you begin working on your primary desire, the secondary
desire will automatically be attenuated or annihilated.

How can one be strong in body and mind?
 
The body is our temple where our mind and soul (aatmaa) reside. Hence, we should look
after it. Be careful about your diet, exercise daily and have a disciplined lifestyle.

mana eva manushyanam kaaraNam bandha mokShaye
bandhaya vishayasango muktyai nirvishayam manaH.

Meaning: The mind is the cause for the bondage for man and the cause of liberation! A mind absorbed

in sense objects is the cause of bondage and a mind detached from the sense objects is the cause of

liberation! Hence controlling your mind before it controls you, becomes the imperative.

A daily routine and habit of entertaining positive thoughts, company of good friends,
reading scriptures, listening to good music and deliberating on the lives of great people will
help you grow in inner strength.

It is also advised in the bhagavad geetA that:

uddhared aatmanaat aatmaanam na aatmaanam avasaadayet
aatmaiva hi aatmano bandhuH aatmaiva ripuH aatmanaH

Meaning: A man must elevate himself by his own mind, not degrade himself. The mind is the friend of

the conditioned soul, and its enemy as well!

Contemplate often on thoughts such as "Who am I, why am I here?" and introspect on what
is right and wrong, what is happiness and bliss. Make sure you give time and attention to
yourself, to improve yourself. This is the best investment.
 
In summary, pay full attention to all three sides of the triangle called life. Develop passion to
be an ideal swayamsevak/sevikaa and follow your inner voice. The force helps those who
help themselves! 
 
Isn’t this what we experientially learn in shaakhaa?!
 
nihaal agar
sanghachaalak, hsssyd.



varshpratipadA utsav

According to the national calendar of
bhArat, the shAlivAhan shaka in some
parts and vikram samvat in others,
varshpratipadA is the first day of the
year. All over the world, hindus celebrate
this year as the new year's day. The day
falls in the beginning of spring, vasanta
ritu, when nature is bountiful. 

It is a meaningful coincidence that Dr.
keshav baLirAm hedgewAr ji, the
founder of Rashtreeya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS) was born on this day of
yugAdi in 1889. 

All shAkhAs in Sydney mahAnagar
celebrated varshpratipadA utsav with
immense gratitude and enthusiasm. The
utsav began with Adya sarsanghchAlak
praNam, the only time when we offer
our praNam to Dr. ji. Sangh does not
believe in vyaktipoojA. Dr. ji led a life
with ekAtma (forming one identity) as
the dhyeya (goal). The praNAm is offered
to recognize this ideal dhyeya and drive
ourselves towards it.

The utsav continued with regular
shArireek and bauddhik activities. The
bauddhiks focussed on the history and
importance of the utsav, regional
celebrations, and its relationship with
the sangh. Eventually, the vaktAs used
historical terminology to exert influence;
how various rulers of bhArat (pruthvirAj
chauhAn, mahArANA pratAp, sambhAji
maharAj, and others) were betrayed by
their own family members,
demonstrating the lack of unity and
discipline. 

In ancient times, shAlivahan build clay
soldiers and instilled life in them to
defeat the shakAs. The soldiers resemble
the awakened society. 

In modern times, Dr. ji realized that the
hindu society is neither united nor
disciplined. With selfish motives and
lack of unity we might lose freedom. We
need people who are united, resilient,
and who can devote life for bhArat
mAtA. With this aim, Dr. ji vowed to
eliminate the various evils corroding our
social life from inside and put to naught
the attacks from beyond by forming a
determined, disciplined, and organized
people's strength - the rAShtreeya
swayamsevak sangh (RSS). He never
taught, but devoted himself for the
service, to lead by example. 

The bauddhiks during the utsav
emphasized on sangh's evolving idea
and assisting kAryakartAs to become
sthitaprajna (equanimous)  and develop
good character.

�ःखेषु अनु���नमनाः सूखेषू �वगत�ृहः
वीतरागभय�ोधह ��तधीमु��न��यते

Duhkheshu anudvignamanaah
Sukheshu vigatasprihah | 
Veetaraagabhayakrodhah

sthitadheermuniruchyate ||

Meaning - A person who is not bothered by

grief and is devoid of desires for pleasure,

physical connections, fear, and anger is

known as sthitaprajna — one who has

attained equanimity or composure.

Finally, the utsav ended with prArthanA
and distribution of prasAd.

https://www.shabdkosh.com/dictionary/english-hindi/equanimous/equanimous-meaning-in-hindi


varshpratipadA utsav



Empower the ToLee members to conduct shAkhA.
Eliminate individual dependency.
Understand and apply AchAr and kArya paddhatee.
Provide opportunities for the next generation of shikshaks.

Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh (HSS), Australia has set karyakartA vikAs as one of the
thrust areas to be worked upon throughout the year. As part of this thrust area,
Sydney mahAnagar continued its abhyAs varga at the shAkhA level. 

The objectives of the varga are: - 

The abhyAs varga was divided into three 20-minute sessions.

The first session focused on shArireek AchAr paddhatee. During shAkhA start, the
shikshArthees learned minute details regarding agresar AchAr, sankhyA lekhak
AchAr.

In the second session, shikshArthees learned about the first shloka of the vishwa
prArthanA, which focused on the bauddhik aspect. The abhyAs concentrated on
perfect pronunciation and understanding of the bhAvarthA or gist of the first
shloka.

'Knowing Sangh' was the topic of the third session. As a swayamsevak or sevikA, one
must comprehend the thought process that forms the basis of shAkhA. What is the
significance of shAkhA? What effect does shAkhA have on regular swayamsevaks? 
 Why does it create the impact it makes? The shikshArthees learned about "why
shAkhA"?

After the abhyAs varga, feedback was collected from each shAkhA for the actual
varga and the shikshaks. The varga was conducted over six weeks with five
shArireek and eight bauddhik shikshaks.

abhyAs varga



shAkhA led by sevikAs  (rANee lakshmeebAee shAkhA)

rANi  lakshmibAi (RLB) shAkha ToLee members acknowledged the fact that
sevikAs in the shAkhA often take on more dormant roles such as preparing food
for sahals and events and encouraging family members to attend shAkhA
regularly In spite of having a large  number of regularly attending sevikAs as well
as female leadership in form of kAryavAhikA and sahakAryavAhika, the shArireek
and bauddhik activities were often lead by sevaks. 

On Mother's day this year, the shAkhA ToLee decided to give RLB shAkhA sevikAs
an opportunity to demonstrate their wonderful leadership abilities. It was a
fantastic way to  reignite the leaders in older sevikAs as well as instilling those
values in the younger ones. Everything from planning to execution was
coordinated by the sevikA pramukh with the help of other members. The
warmups, sooryanamaskArs, games, and bauddhik was successfully taken by
sevikAs. In the bauddhik, our sevikA vaktA spoke about Va. Mausi ji's life story.
She provided a detailed insight into the life of Va. Mausi ji and the starting stages
of sevikA samitee. sevikAs were able to relate back to the original objective and
gain a further sense of self-confidence and understanding. 

The sankhyA was 42 and everyone enjoyed the shAkhA so much that we decided
to it regularly. Going forward, every first shAkhA of the month will be led by
sevikAs to faciliate further participation and growth.

sevikA activities



sevikA activities

sevikA sahal (shreerAm shAkhA)

On 2nd May 2021, shreeRam shAkhA had
a wonderful and very refreshing sevikA
sahal at the Devil's creek trail in Epping. 
 The sevikAs, accompanied by the
bAlgaN, went for an early-morning bush
walk. sevikAs from St.Leonard’s shAkha
and many more sevikA sakhees from
other shAkhAs also joined the sahal and
shared their amazing energies during the
walk. The sahal was followed by shAkhA.
The sankhyA for sahal was 26.

Mother's day activity
(veer sAvarkar shAkhA)

On 8th May 2021, the bAl gaN of veer
sAvarkar shAkhA planned a very unique
activity to show their appreciation and
love for their mothers. The kids gave their
mums a relaxing facial and back
massage and gave their mums a good
time to unwind. The roles switched and
mother's relaxed in the laps of their kids,
while the kids pampered their mums.
Later the mums perfomed yoga nidrA
and unwinded in the nature, beneath the
open skies. The sevikAs throughly
enjoyed the care and concern showed by
the bAl gaN. It was truly a day to
remember and a very special Mother's
day for both kids and their mums. 



सेवा है य�कु� स�मधा सम हम जल�
�येय महासागर म� स�रत �प हम �मल� ।
लोक योग�ेम ही रा� अभय गान है

सेवारत ��� ��� काय� का ही �ाण है ॥धृ॥

As fortunate, holy & good it is for wooden stick (samidhA) to go in the holy fire of yagnya, same way it is for us to

enter in to service work. Stick does not remain the same as it was, but burns itself to serve for the purpose. As river

flows & merges in to ocean, let us go & merge in to this ocean like huge work of service (sevA). Being a good to

people & every person being living a well contended life is song we boldly chant.Every person filled with Service

oriented mind, is essence or core of our work ||S|| Read the full song on geetganga.org.

The prANdAnam Blood Drive was born as part of a sevA
initiative commenced by Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh in
Sydney. The aim was to push swayamsevaks and sevikAs
alike to roll up their sleeves and donate blood and plasma
with the aim of contributing in a significant way to our
karma bhoomi here in Sydney, Australia. 

With the current worldwide pandemic of Covid-19 affecting
so many, we saw the lifesaving ability of the donations
through the thousands of social media posts with those in
bhArat pleading for blood and plasma donations to save
their family and friends. Being distant from bhArat in times
of need can make us feel helpless as we have no direct
impact on the wellbeing of those dear to us. With this in
mind, donating blood and plasma here at home was a way
to recognize the importance as well as presenting us with
the opportunity to contribute to a noble cause. 

Blood and plasma donation drive

Both West and South-West bhAgs were the first to get involved with the donations with many signing
up to give up their Saturday mornings and afternoons to visit the centre and give this life-preserving
liquid that is blood! A total of 33 swayamsevaks/sevikAs came forward to donate blood. With over 21
donors across two days and two donor centers, the donations that were given by our brave
swayamsevaks and sevikAs went on to save 36 lives so far with the rest on ice waiting to be used! 

The nurses at RedCross Lifeblood made sure to let us know how glad they were to see such a large group
with huge smiles attending and donating! These donations will continue throughout the year and
hopefully we will see you rolling up your sleeve and saving a life soon! 

Sydney mahAnagar

https://www.geetganga.org/seva-hai-yagna-kund


Australia needs a blood donation every 24 seconds. Plasma donation is a game
changer for patients, and it can be used in 18 different life-giving treatments. The
uses of plasma are mind-blowing. 

vichAr manthan is HSS Canberra's platform to gather and share ideas, discuss
current affairs and reflect on issues relevant to Hindu Australians. During one of our
vichAr manthan sessions about how we can help the community, the idea of blood
donation was suggested. We planned to start off with a small group of
swayamsevaks to donate blood/plasma during the World Blood Donor Week. A
group of swayamsevaks and sevikAs came forward and donated blood/plasma. We
made a total of 7 donations and saved 21 lives (we are told). 

As one of the first-time blood donors mentioned, "The company of swayamsevaks
helped to overcome nervousness.” The togetherness of Sangh made it simple and
felt like an utsav we do seamlessly from planning to execution. As yet another
bandhu suggested, we are planning to make it as a quarterly donation drive by
involving more swayamsevaks and sevikAs from all the Canberra shAkhAs.

It is good to see that vichAr mathan has led to constructive action. 

Blood and plasma donation drive

Canberra mahAnagar

समानो म��: स�म�त: समानी 
समानं मन: सह �च�मेषाम् ।
समानं म��म�भम��ये व: 
समानेन जुहो�म ॥

samAno mantraH samitiH samAnee
samAnam manaH sahachittameShAm ||
samAnam mantram abhimantraye vaH

samAnen vo haviShA juhomi ||

Common be their prayer, Common be their receipt, purpose, and desire.

I repeat for you their common prayer. I offer you a common oblation.



Some participants were a little apprehensive about
whether they would make it through to the end, but
as the session progressed, they found their rhythm
and followed along, as savithA ji provided the counts
to a regular beat and named the various asanas
(poses) along the way. Every 10 cycles, there was a
small congratulatory applause followed by a couple
of deep breaths and we were on our way again.
Soon, we had reached the century mark. “Only eight
more to go” encouraged savithA ji, as everyone could
see the finishing line and redoubled their efforts to
hit every pose correctly and with the breath. From
the faces of the finishers you could see they had a
wonderful time of it and they had some great
feedback.

arjun shAkhA

On a bright but brisk Sunday morning over 30 enthusiastic yoga students gathered

together at the Community Hub in The Ponds to partake in 108 Surya Namaskar

yagna to mark International Day of Yoga for 2021.

Traditional Yoga 4 Life teacher, smt. savithA ji, a swayamsevikA from arjun shAkhA,
Quakers Hill, opened the session by guiding the participants through gentle
praNAyAma, or breathing exercises, to help calm the mind in preparation for the
strenuous task ahead. Ably assisted by her regular students, she demonstrated a
quick walk through of the 12 positions of traditional sooryanamaskAr, with a
reminder of the deep breathing techniques to ensure a good pace in completing all
108 cycles.

Yoga is an invaluable gift of India’s ancient tradition. It embodies the unity of

mind and body; thought and action; restraint and fulfilment; harmony between

man and nature; a holistic approach to health and well-being.

International yoga diwas

Thank you so much. It was a great session and surprisingly I could do all 108.

It was an amazing experience.

Thank you for enriching my life and widening my horizons.

It was the best morning…thank you for encouraging.



St. Leonards shAkhA

St. Leonards shAkhA conducted the
international yoga diwas (IYD) in  a very
special way. Abhishek guruji, an isha hatha
yogA trained instructor, gave the shakhA his
valuable time and taught the swayamsevaks
and sevikAs some upa yoga excercises to
release energy from the joints before starting
yogA. 

The participants learned techniques for
rotating wrists, neck and head, and also went
through some prANAyAma (breathing)
excercises. Afterwards, everyone asked guruji
questions and he answered all their queries 

The entire event was organized and run by the
shAkhA ToLi. This was the first self-managed
event of the shAkhA and was a really great
success. 

International yoga diwas

shreerAm shAkhA

shreerAm shAkhA (sankhya 32) celebrated IYD
with all the parivArs. All swayamsevaks and
sevikAs performed a quick warmup and 13
sooryanamaskArs along with recitation of the
mantras. 

Afterwards, a yogA trained sevikA conducted
an insightful yogA session. She enlightened
the participants on the benefits of yogA all
perfomed some AsanAs. 

All of the other shAkhAs celebrated IYD by performing sooryanamaskArs,
prANAyAm. The shAkhAs discussed and explained the importance and benefits of
perfomring sooryanamaskArs, yogA, and excercises daily to to keep ourselves fit and
healthy.



The meeting was arranged at appA ji's residence. She was a bit nervous. However, Dr.  ji's calm
personality and patient hearing encouraged her to open her heart. She said women should be
equal partners with men in revitalization and awakening of the country. She also quoted swAmi
vivekAnand, “An eagle can fly only when both the wings are equally strong.” Men and women
are both the wings of the society. Unless both were strong, the society will not progress properly.

preraNA from the life of va. lakshmi bAi keLkar (mausi ji)

By - sreevidyA ji (swayamsevikA, veer sAvarkar shAkhA)
Excerpt from the bauddhik at rANi lakshmibAi shAkhA during the sevikA led shAkhA on the

occasion of Mother's day.

kamal's leadership qualities and the oratory power was highly influential. This was evident in
many occasions when her friends were quarrelling while at play with dolls. kamal promptly
assessed the situation and said in her calm powerful voice, “Look here, let us forget our petty
quarrels. No one is either inferior or superior. Each person has their own importance. Using
appropriate and powerful words to convey your reaction, makes to forget all the arguments
and to restore order!

  One day, a boy named manohar, says to his mother "Ma, our most
respected sarsanghchAlak, our head, Dr. keshav baLirAm hedgewAr ji is
coming to wardhA to meet the guardians of all swayamsevaks". "When,
and where is this meeting scheduled?", mother asked. Then immediately
her other son padmAkar said "They’ve called the guardians; father or
brother or the uncles, but unfortunately we lost our father so we will go
to see him without guardian. Also, none of the swayamsevaks' mothers
would be present", dinkar her another son added. Then the lady replied
firmly, "I don’t know about others, but I am your guardian, so I shall be
coming there". manohar asked the kAryavAh appAji joshi for the
permission to let his mother meet Dr. ji.

kamal inculcated her mother’s exceptional courage and intelligence with a remarkable
presence of mind. yashodA bAi used to read the newspaper “kesari” by lokmAnya TiLak to all the
neighbouring women after lunch and enlighten them all about the freedom movement. This
influenced kamal very deeply and her hatred for the British imperialism grew. Whilst living in
nAgpur, she was fortunate to hear the speeches of many great patriotic leaders which kindled
the fire of patriotism in her heart and in ours too by reading about her!

This first encounter between Dr. ji and the lady herself -- lakshmi bAi keLkar (Va. mausi ji)
became a historic meeting and laid path for ‘Rashtra Sevika Samiti’ (R.S.S.). She made Dr. ji
realize the significance of the dormant woman power and how essential it was to evoke and
channelize it for the national and social welfare. Determination is the key to success!

On 6th July, 1905, in the mahAl district of nAgpur, lakshmi bAi was born to yashodA bAi and
bhAskar rAo. She was named “Kamal" and was brought up traditionally imparting all the family
values and hindu customs. She loved going to her favourite  God, shree rAm's temple with her
dAi-aunt every day!

kamal was attending a missionary school. The teacher there made fun of her Gods shree rAm
and kriShNa, so she stood against the teacher and got a tight slap on her face which made her
to stay away from her favorite learning. This was her strong decision-making power to stand on
her religious beliefs and family values!



preraNA from the life of Va. lakshmi bAi kelar (mausi ji)

...continued

kamal accompanied her dAi in asking alms for “gorakshan” (protect cows from being
slaughtered) at dhantoli, where everyone was humiliating them but kamal understood how to
be virtuous in such circumstances. One has to endure insults while doing a service for a good
cause!  

The risk of one’s own life was set before kamal, her dAi and aNNA (her father) dedicated
themselves to the service of the plague victims in bhArat when the epidemic swept the country.
Practise selfless service to humanity!

kamal made clear to her parents that she shall not marry any person who asks for a dowry when
her parents were  looking for a suitable match to her with their limited resources as she was of
age. kamal won’t marry a dowry-hungry man. This teaches that the value for an individual is
more than money!

As per her wishes, kamal married on her own terms in 1919, at the age of fourteen with shree.
purushottamrAo keLkar (a widower and father of two daughters) from wardhA. kamal began a
new life with a new name - lakshmi and became a wife and a mother. She was a loving and
caring mother to shAntA and vatsalA, despite her age. Affectionate nature and cheerfulness
will win everyone’s heart!

lakshmi once replied calmly, "As I know about your likes and dislikes, I’ve stopped using flowers.
My little dolls love them, it is my duty as their mother to keep them happy and comply with
their justified wishes", when purushottamrAo confronted her for wearing flowers in the hair. He
was speechless. We should think logically to reach a rational conclusion!

purushottamrAo took lakshmi to socialize with the ladies at the ladies’ club with the reputed
families of wardhA. The ladies indulged in playing bridge, while lakshmi made them to read
newspaper and discuss the freedom struggle. It is better to do something useful rather than
while away on frivolous entertainment!

lakshmi removed her heavy gold necklace and inspired other women to contribute at the
bApu's public rally for freedom struggle. She pleased all the family members with her sweet
nature and excellent organised domestic abilities which in turn gave her the approval of her
conservative husband to actively participate in freedom movement. Through discipline comes
freedom!

At the age of twenty-seven, lakshmi lost her husband and took all the burdens of the family. She
managed to bring what were supposedly affairs of ‘male domain’, firmly under her control.
Anything can be controlled with courage and will power!

Abduction of sitA in Ramayan, made Lakshmi realise that women need to protect themselves
inspite of having the most valiant husband like rAma, and a brave and protective brother-in-law
like lakshmaN. She also saw the changes in her sons after attending shAkhA everyday which
paved her the path to uplift the women by starting samiti!

On vijayAdashamee, Oct 25th, 1936, Rashtra Sevika Samiti was started with help of veNutAi and
kAlinA tAi, who gathered all other mahilA. lakshmi bAi started training everyone with her warm
and caring personality and soon everyone started calling her mausi ji.



The Sangh and Modernity

RSS volunteers practice self-defense moves at a training camp in Ahmedabad, June 2019 (Photo: AP)

THE RASHTRIYA SWAYAMSEVAK Sangh (RSS) is difficult to understand and easy to
misunderstand. Founded in 1925 and nearing its centenary, it is still growing. Very
few non-governmental organizations survive for such a long time. It remains an
enigma to many. It has its detractors, mainly among the liberal intelligentsia and the
left academia. There are people among India’s minority community who harbour
apprehensions about its intentions. And it has vast cross-sections of Indian society
that admire and adore it. At the end of the day, it can be abhorred or admired, but it
cannot be ignored.

NOT IDEOLOGY, BUT AN EVOLVING IDEA

India has historically been the land of ideas. From the Vedic times through
Mahaveera, Buddha, Shankara, Aurobindo, Vivekananda and Gandhi, the great men
of India have only been philosophers, articulating profound ideas for the welfare of
mankind.

RSS, too, was born not with an ideology but as an idea. When Keshav Baliram
Hedgewar, the medical doctor from Nagpur and a Congress-ite freedom fighter,
founded the organisation on Vijayadashami in 1925, it did not have a name nor a
constitution. The name came through deliberations among the original members
after a couple of months. The constitution came only after a couple of decades, in
1949.

Click here to continue reading the original article on www.openthemagazine.com.

RSS is an idea that is still evolving 
(an article on www.openthemagazine.com.)

- by rAm mAdhav

https://openthemagazine.com/essays/the-sangh-and-modernity/


geet

चल चल पुरतो �नधे�ह चरणम्
सदैव पुरतो �नधे�ह चरणम्  _�ु_

 
�गरी�शखरे तव �नज �नकेतनम्
समारोहणं �वनैव यानम्
आ�मबलं केवलं साधनम् 

सदैव पुरतो �नधे�ह चरणम्  _१_
 

प�थपाषाणा �वषमा �खरा
�तय��चो�प च प�रतो घोरः
सु��करं खलु य��प गमनम् 
सदैव पुरतो �नधे�ह चरणम्  _२_

 
जही�ह भी�त� ���द भज श��म्
दे�ह दे�ह रे भगवती भ��म्
कु� कु� सततं �येय�मरणम्  
सदैव पुरतो �नधे�ह चरणम्  _३_

chala chala purato nidhehi charaNam
sadaiva purato nidhehi charaNam _0_

 
girishikhare tava nija niketanam
samaarohaNam vinaiva yaanam

aatmabalam kevalam saadhanam
sadaiva purato nidhehi charaNam _1_

 
pathipaaShaaNaa viShamaa prakharaa

tiryanchopi cha parito ghoraH
suduShkaram khalu yadyapi gamanam 
sadaiva purato nidhehi charaNam _2_

 
jahiihi bhiitim hridi bhaja shaktim
dehi dehi re bhagavatii bhaktim

kuru kuru satatam dhyeyasmaraNam 
sadaiva purato nidhehi charaNam _3_

subhaaShita

अयं �नजः परो वे�त
गणना लघु चेतसाम् |
उदार च�रतानाम् तु
वसुधैव कुटु�बकम् ||

 
ayam nijaH parO vEti

gaNanA laghu chEtasAm
udAra charitAnAm tu

vasudhaiva kuTumbakam
 

Meaning:

Thoughts like ‘this person is mine and that person is not’ are the traits of narrow minded

people. To the broad minded people, the entire world and its inhabitants are like one big

family!
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